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Basketball 3 point line distance europe

The main FIBA, Nba and NCAA rule differences are summarized in the following table: FIBA RULE NBA NCAA Play time 4x10 minutes over time (OT) 4x12 minutes5 minutes over time 2x20 minutes to-five minutes Top time Shot clock 24 secondsAfter offensive bounce: 14 seconds 24 seconds Men: 35 secondsWomen:
30 second line to 3 points 6.75m (6.60 on the baseline) 7,7,24m (6.7 0m on the baseline) Men: 6.25mWomen: 6.325m Time-outs 2 in first half3 in second half (but only 2 in last two minutes of the 4 1 per OT periodAlway 60 secondsNever transported on 6 regular2 per period OT - 60 or 100 seconds - 1 short delay (20
seconds) per halfThe second short delay may be carried over to the period OT!!! Additional settlements 4 regular30 seconds - long60 secondsMaximum 3 regular and 1 long in the second half!!! Additional regulations Jump ball and alternating possession Jump ball to star playThe first losing jump ball gets possession for
the next jump ball situationAlternating between teams thereafter for all jump ball situations Jump Ball At The Star GameThe first losing jump ball gets possession to start nt 2nd and 4th quartersThe first winning ball takes possession to start the 3rd quarterAll other situations of jumping ball played as real jumping ball
Jump ball at star gameApping initial jump ball gets possession for the next jump ballaltern possession between teams thereafter for all jump ball situationsJump ball to start OT Individual fouls (personal and technical) Foul on 6 or 2 technical fouls on 5 fouls (personal and technical) Team foul and free throws frees
awarded for each foul (non-shooting) after the 4th period (including the player's technical fouls) Does not include offensive fouls/fouls by the team in possession of 2 free throws awarded for possession each foul after the team's 4th foul or the last two minutes of each quarter, according to the first Does not include
offensive fouls and technical fouls 1 free throw, plus another if the first is successful is awarded on the 7th, 8th and 9th fouls of each half; The penalty is increased to two shots on the 10th and subsequent fouls; extension is an extension of the second half. Does not include offensive fouls Technical foul (penalty) 1 free
throw and possession of the ball in the center 1 free throw by technical foul; The game resumes at the point of interruption; Foul is charged to the individual in question (and automatic fine evaluated) 2 free throws, the game resumes at the Point of Interruption Goaltending / jamming basket No blocking of a ball flying
down towards the rim. Once the ball hits the rim, any can play the ball (i.e. swat away or press it) No blocking a ball flying down towards the rim. There is an imaginary cylinder that has the basket as its base. Touching the ball while any part of it is in this cylinder (and still has a chance to enter) is a violation No blocking a
ball flying down towards the rim. There is an imaginary cylinder that has the basket its base. Touching the ball while any part of it is in that cylinder (and still has a chance to go) is a violation. Legal defense zone, but ... Defensive player cannot stay in the lane (aka, restricted area.key) for more than three seconds if he
does not actively keep an opponent's legal player numbers 00, 0, 1-99 Any one- or two-digit number 00 (or 0), 1-5, 10-15, 20-25, 30-35, 40-45, 50-55 A goal on the basketball court made beyond the designated three-point line (arc) This article is about the scoring method in the basketball. For the three-point goal in
American and Canadian football, see the goal on the field. This article needs additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Unsurned material may be challenged and removed. Finding sources: Three-point field goal - news Newspapers Books scholar JSTOR
(January 2013) (Discover how and when to delete this model message) Sara Giauro shoots a three-point shot at the 2005 Fiba Europe Cup women's final A three-point field goal (also 3 points, three or trey) is a goal on the field in a basketball game made from beyond the three-point line , a designated arc surrounding
the basket. A successful attempt is worth three points, unlike the two points awarded for field goals made in the three-point line and the point for each free throw made. The distance between the basket and the three-point line varies depending on the level of competition: in the National Basketball Association (NBA), the
arc is 7.24 m (23 feet 9 inches) from the center of the basket; in FIBA, the WNBA, and the men's game in the NCAA (all divisions) and NAIA, the arc is 6.75 m (22 ft 1.75s); and in the women's game ncaa and NAIA, the arc is 20 feet 9 inches (6.32 m). The men's (W)NBA, FIBA and U.S. college three-point lines are
parallel to each touchline at points where each arc is at a specified distance from the touchline. In both the NBA and the WNBA, this distance is 0.91 m from the touchline; therefore, the distance between the centre of the basket gradually decreases to a minimum of 6.7 m (22 feet). FIBA states that the minimum arc
distance from the touchline is 0.9 metres (2 ft 11s), which translates into a minimum distance from the centre of the 6.6-metre (21 ft 8s) basket. The NCAA and NAIA men's arc is the same distance from the center of the basket as the FIBA arc, but is 3 feet 4 inches (1.02 m) from each sideline because the North
American terrain (used by the NAIA, NCAA, NBA and WNBA) is slightly wider than the FIBA field. In all NCAA or NAIA women's games, the arc is continuous at 180 degrees around Basket. There are more variations (see main article). In 3x3, a FIBA-sanctioned variant of the 3-on-3 half-court match, the same line exists,
but shots from behind are worth only 2 points with all the other shots worth 1 point. [1] History The three-point line was first tested at the collegiate level in 1945, with a 21-foot line, in a game between Columbia and Fordham, Fordham, it has not been retained as a rule. There was another one-game experience in 1958,
this time with a 23-foot line, in a game between St. Francis(NY) and Siena. In 1961, Boston University and Dartmouth played a game with an experimental rule that scored all the goals on the field as three points. In 1962, St. Francis (NY) head coach Daniel Lynch once again suggested a 3pt line at the New York
Basketball Writers Association. Under Abe Saperstein's leadership, the American Basketball League became the first basketball league to institute the rule in 1961. As commissioner of the new league, Saperstein wanted to add excitement to the game and distinguish the league from the greatest NBA. He hoped the
three-point basket would become the equivalent of a home game. We must have a weapon, said Saperstein, and that is ours. [5] To determine the distance the new line of fire should be from the basket, Saperstein and longtime DePaul University coach Ray Meyer went on a short one day with duct tape and selected 25
feet as the right length. They just arbitrarily drew lines, said his son Jerry Saperstein. There really is no scientific basis. Only two Hall of Fame coaches come together and say, Where would we like to see the line? Shortly thereafter, in June 1961, Saperstein was traveling when the other seven ABL owners voted 4-3 to
officially shorten the line to 22 feet. Saperstein, who had significant power in the league as the owner of popular globetrotters, disagreed with that and simply ignored the decision. The games continued with the 25-foot (7.62 m) shot. Saperstein finally recognized that there was a problem with the 25-foot bow and solved it
by adding a 22-foot line in the corners. He made for interesting possibilities, he wrote. After the closure of the ABL in 1963, the three-point shot was adopted by the Eastern Professional Basketball League during its 1963-64 season. It was also popularized by the American Basketball Association (ABA), which introduced
it in its inaugural 1967-68 season. [6] ABA Commissioner George Mikan said the three-pointer would give the smallest player a chance to score and open the defense to make the game more enjoyable for the fans. During the 1970s, the ABA used three-point shooting, along with slam dunk, as a marketing tool to
compete with the NBA. Its ninth and final season ended in the spring of 1976. [9] [10] The scorer's official report showing the first three-point goal in NBA history on October 12, 1979 Three years later, in June 1979, the NBA adopted the three-point line for a one-year try for the 1979-80 season. that it is a gimmick. Chris
Ford of the Boston Celtics was credited with scoring the first three-point shot in NBA history on October 12, 1979. The season opener at Boston Garden was more notable for the debut of Larry Bird (and two new head coaches). [16] Rick Barry of the Houston Rockets, in his final season, season, made one in the same
game, and Kevin Grevey of the Washington Bullets did one this Friday night as well. [17] The sport's international governing body, FIBA, introduced the three-point line in 1984, at 6.25 m (20 ft 6s), and made its Olympic debut in 1988 in Seoul, South Korea. The NCAA Southern Conference became the first collegiate
conference to use the three-point rule, adopting a 22-foot (6.71 m) line for the 1980-81 season. [19] Ronnie Carr of West Carolina was the first to score a three-point goal in college basketball history on November 29, 1980. [20] [21] [22] Over the next five years, NCAA conferences differed in their use of the rule and
distance required for a three-point period. The line was as close as 17 ft 9 in (5.41 m) in the Atlantic Coast Conference[23], and as far as 22 ft (6.71 m) in the Great Sky. [24] [25] [26] Used only in conference for several years, it was adopted by the NCAA in April 1986 for the 1986-87 season at 19.9s (6.02 m)[29][30][31]
and was first used in the NCAA tournament in March 1987. [32] The NCAA adopted the three-pointer in women's basketball on an experimental basis for this season at the same distance, and made its use mandatory from 1987-88. In 2007, the NCAA extended the men's distance by one foot to 20 feet 9 (6.32 m),
starting in the 2008-09 season,[34] and the women's line was moved to match the 2011-12 season. [33] U.S. high schools, as well as elementary and middle schools, adopted a 6.02 m line nationally in 1987, one year after the NCAA. The NCAA experimented with FIBA's three-point distance at the National Invitational
Tournament (NIT) in 2018 and 2019,[36] and then adopted that distance for all men's games with a gradual conversion that began with Division I in the 2019-2020 season. [37] The NAIA and other American associations also adopted the new NCAA distance for their respective men's game. During the same 2019-2020
season, the NCAA plans to experiment with the FIBA arc in postseason women's events other than the NCAA championships in each division, including the National Women's Invitational Tournament and the Invitational Women's Basketball; [40] these events were eventually scrapped due to the covid-19 pandemic. For
three seasons from 1994-95, the NBA attempted to reduce the score by shortening the distance from the line from 23 ft. 9 ft (7.24 m) (22 ft. (6.71 m) at the corners to a 6.71 m (22 ft) uniform around the basket. Starting in the 1997-98 season, the NBA returned the line to its original distance of 23 feet 9 inches (22 ft in
corners, with a 3-inch differential). In 2016[update] Ray Allen is the nba leader of three-point career times with 2973. [41] In 2008, FIBA announced that the distance would be increased from 50 cm (19.7 inches) to 6.75 m (22 ft 13/4 inches) , with the change being phased in from October 2010. In December 2012, the
WNBA announced that it was FIBA distance, starting in 2013; in 2017, the distance in the corners has been extended to match the NBA. The NBA discussed adding a four-point line, according to President Rod Thorn. In the NBA, three-point goals have become more common over the years, especially in mid-2015. The
increase in recent years has been attributed to nba player Stephen Curry, who is credited with revolutionizing the game by inspiring teams to regularly use three-point shooting as part of their winning strategy. [43] [44] [45] Season average three points goals per game Average of three points attempts per game
Efficiency[46] 1979-1980 0.8 2.8 29% 1989-1990 2.2 6.6 33% 1999 -2000 0 4.8 13.7 35% 2009-2010 6.4 18.1 36% 2019-2020 12.2 34.1 36% Rule specifications A court with multiple three-point lines in New York. From left to right: distance in high school, NCAA women's distance and NBA distance. A three-point line
consists of an arc at a defined radius measured from the point on the ground directly below the center of the basket, and two equidistant parallel lines of each touchline extending from the nearest end line to the point where they cross the arc. In the (W)NBA, NCAA or NAIA men's and FIBA standards, the arc extends the
entire width of the yard until it is a specified minimum distance from each touchline. The three-point line then becomes parallel to the touchline of these points at the baseline. The unusual formation of the three-point line at these levels allows players some space from which to attempt a three-point shot into the corners of
the field; the arc would be less than 2 feet (0.61 m) from each corner touchline if it were a continuous arc. According to NAIA or NCAA standards for U.S. women and high schools, the arc extends to 180 degrees around the basket, then becomes parallel to the sideline from the basket center plan to the baseline (4 feet 3
inches or 1.30 meters in college, 5 feet 3 inches or 1.60 meters in high schools). The distance from the three-point line to the center of the hoop varies depending on the level: Arc radius Minimum distance from the NBA touchline 23 ft 9 in (7.24 m) 3 ft 0 (0.91 m) [47] FIBANAIA etc. menNCAA men (all divisions)[b]WNBA
6.75 meters (22 ft 1 3/4 in) FIBA: 0.9 m (2 ft 11s) NAIA , NCAA: 3 ft 4 in (1.02 m)WNBA: 3 ft 0 in (0.91 m) FIBA:[48]NAIA, NCAA:[49]WNBA:[50] NAIA etc. women NNCAA (all divisions)[c] 20 ft 9 in (6.32 m) 4 ft 3 in (1.30 m) [51] U.S. high schools 19 ft 9 in (6.02 m) 5 ft 3 in (1.60 m) [52] The minimum angle of the high
school is considered a requirement for the gymnasiums and younger country houses of the secondary built in the three-point era. Courts built in the old eras before school sanctioning bodies State have issued rules regarding the size of courts have narrower marks, requiring basic rules of the host yard where there is less
space behind the three-point arch, space on the sides of the bow can barely accommodate the shooter's feet due to lack of space, or it can be marked closer than the suggested minimum. One Feet must be completely behind the three-point line at the time of shooting or jumping in order to make a three-point attempt; If
the player's feet are on or in front of the line, this is a two-point attempt. A player is allowed to jump from outside the line and land inside the line to make a three-point attempt, as long as the ball is released into the air. An official raises his arm with three fingers extended to signal the attempted shooting. If the attempt is
successful, he raises his other arm with all fingers completely extended in a manner similar to a football official meaning the successful field goal to indicate the three-point goal. The public servant must recognize it so that it counts as three points. Instant replay has sometimes been used, according to league rules. The
(W)NBA,[53] FIBA and the NCAA specifically allow the replay for this purpose. In games (W)NBA and FIBA, video replay does not have to occur immediately after a shot; The game can continue and officials can adjust the score later in the game after reviewing the video. However, in end-of-game situations, play may be
interrupted pending an examination. If a shooter is fouled while attempting a three-point shot and then misses the shot, the shooter gets three free throw attempts. If a player completes a three-pointer while being fouled, the player receives a free throw for a possible 4-point play. It is conceivable that if a player completed
a three-pointer while he was fouled, and that foul was deemed a flagrant foul 1 or blatant 2, the player would receive two free throws for a possible 5-point game. Major League Lacrosse Related Concepts features a two-point line that forms a 15-yard (14 m) arc around the front of the goal. Shots taken behind this line
count for two points, as opposed to the one-point standard. In gridiron football, a standard field goal is worth three points; various professional and semi-pro leagues have experimented with four-point field goals. NFL Europe and the Stars Football League have adopted a rule similar to the three-point line of basketball in
which an extra point was awarded for longer goals on the field; in both leagues, any goal on the field of 50 yards (46 m) or more was worth four points. The Arena Football League has awarded four points for any successful drop goal kick on the field (like the three-point shot, the drop kick is more difficult than a standard
spot kick, as the bounce of the ball makes a kick less predictable, and arena football also uses narrower goal posts for all kicks than the outside game does). During the history of the World Hockey Association's existence in the 1970, there were proposals for two-point hockey goals for shots taken beyond an established
distance (a proposal was a 44-foot (13.4 m) arc that would have intersected face-to-face circles), but this proposal gained little support and faded after the AHH's merger with the NHL. It was generally believed that background shots in hockey had little direct relation to skill (which The vision of the goalkeepers being
filtered or hidden), plus with the lower score intrinsic to the sport a two-point goal was considered disruptive to the structure of the game. The Super Goal is a similar concept in Australian football rules, in which a 50-metre (55-year-old) arc determines the value of a goal; in the arc, it's the usual 6 points, but 9 points are
scored for a super goal scored from outside the arc. To date, the super lens is only used in pre-season games and not in the season itself. The National Professional Soccer League II, which allowed two points for all goals except those on the power play, also used a three-point line, shooting 45 feet (14 m) from the goal.
It has since been adopted by other indoor soccer leagues. See also 50-40-90 club, exclusive group of players who have made at least 50% of goals on the field (count both two points and three points), 40% of the three points, and 90% of free throws in a season. List of career leaders of the National Basketball
Association 3 points List of division I scoring leaders of the NCAA Men's Basketball Career 3 points List of leaders of the NCAA Division I women's basketball career 3 points footnotes - Now known sportingly as St. Francis Brooklyn. In the 2019-20 season, the NCAA used fiBA's arc only in Divisions I. Divisions II and III
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